Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA) is a posture driven ergonomic risk assessment method. The RULA is simple to apply, but consequently has substantial limitations because of limited force and joint angle resolutions. Using OpenSim to understand soft tissue loading and inertial measurement units (IMUs) to measure posture represents a novel approach and provides greater resolution. We simulated the upper limb in multiple postures and under various loading conditions using OpenSim. We compared five OpenSim model output metrics to RULA risk scores. Total joint reaction forces aligned best with RULA scores. Future work will incorporate IMUs, more simulations, and analyze longitudinal injury data to model and estimate ergonomic risk.
INTRODUCTION
Exposure to repetitive work and awkward postures, often with a forceful exertion continues despite years of progress in ergonomics. Understanding how these risk factors contribute to work related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs) is still imprecise and has only been modestly successful using traditional methods. Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA) is one common method used to assess risk and is considered an observational method [4, 5] . RULA has many benefits, one of which is ease of use. RULA achieves this by categorizing posture into ranges of motion of human joints to generate ergonomic risk scores. Traditionally, this method is applied to a snap shot of an extreme posture, or the typical posture Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. observed. This approach limits our understanding of how postures and forces combine to generate risk, including the biomechanical explanation of how WMSDs occur with repeated exposure over time. Assessment methods like RULA often require substantial effort to complete and suffer from inter-rater reliability [1] . The majority of methods like RULA are designed for observational analyses and rely on the determination of posture from observation or image analyses. This limitation affects measurement resolution and our knowledge about the effects of posture and loading on ergonomic risk. Direct measurement instruments, specifically inertial measurement units (IMU) have been shown to be reliable for measuring posture in the workplace [2, 9] . Combining these methods with a more robust and comprehensive musculoskeletal model such as OpenSim provides additional insights. Our work proposes a software-based method designed to maintain RULAâĂŹs ease of use, but includes expanded risk metrics from an OpenSim model and greater resolution. Out long-term goal is to improve our ability to predict and prevent WMSDs. OpenSim is a musculoskeletal modeling platform to investigate muscle forces and joint loads [3] . The dynamic simulations provide insight that posture analyses alone cannot, including the effect of active muscles on joint loads. The Computed Muscle Control (CMC) algorithm determines muscle activations for a given motion [8] . It may be possible to determine ergonomic risk factors with better accuracy than RULA alone by modeling various postures and applied loads in OpenSim. To test this hypothesis, we compared muscle activations and joint loads predicted in OpenSim with RULA risk scores. 
METHODS
An OpenSim model of the upper limb was used for this study(See Fig 1) [7]. This model was modified to use a more computationally efficient muscle model [6] . CMC was used to simulate every combination of five shoulder postures, three elbow postures, four wrist postures, and two hand loads (see Table 1 ). Metrics from Open-Sim included: i) total muscle activation (muscle activation ranges from 0 to 1 for each muscle), ii) total joint reaction forces, and iii) joint reaction forces (shoulder, elbow, and wrist). The metrics obtained from OpenSim simulations were compared to resulting RULA scores from the simulated posture using Tukey Tests. In this way, model metrics that are statistically significantly different from each other were categorized into risk scores (i.e. 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) similar to RULA risk scores. Table 1 illustrates which simulation metrics corresponded best to RULA scores. The reaction loads aligned better with RULA scores than muscle activation. The majority of RULA scores matched with the categories derived using the Total Joint Reaction Loads computed in OpenSim. The shoulder flexion angle of −30 • was not matched with any of the metrics derived from the OpenSim model. No metrics from the OpenSim model were able to predict RULA scores for wrist posture. Individual Joint Reaction Loads predicted RULA scores for most of the shoulder values, but statistical significance was also approached for the elbow joint (p = 0.08). Every OpenSim metric in this study was able to predict RULA scores for hand loads.
RESULTS

DISCUSSION
Joint Reaction Loads computed using OpenSim for the posture categories defined in RULA provide additional insight about the effects of posture on joint load and the interaction effects between applied force and posture. OpenSim may be able to differentiate risk based on whether the person applies pushing, pulling, lifting, or twisting forces. RULA alone offers no such capability. OpenSim metrics that agree generally with RULA scores, but include higher resolution postural measurements using IMUs may improve injury prediction accuracy. Measuring posture using IMUs to generate injury risk profiles for individual workers will provide additional knowledge about the development of WMSDs. Computational models with demonstrated capabilities to identify hazardous workplace exposures could also be used for work planning, job rotation scheduling, and prioritizing job task redesign.
Additional OpenSim metrics combined with longitudinal injury data and workplace exposures should be explored in future studies. OpenSim can provide information about the influence of individual muscle forces, muscle fiber lengths, range of motion and metabolic demand on injury development. A combination of these and other metrics may improve agreement with RULA, but more importantly, may increase the utility of RULA as a design tool to prevent WMSDs.
Wrist posture was not a significant factor in any result. This can be attributed to the type of force used and the OpenSim model. Forces applied in different directions or tasks that require a grip force will require a different OpenSim model with actuated fingers.
Future work to improve the OpenSim risk assessment method will include: i) more simulations, ii) more OpenSim metrics, and iii) more loading types and magnitudes. These simulations will use whole body models, to better predict full body RULA scores. Data from IMUs will generate continuous postures and motions for OpenSim risk estimates. Combining IMU measured pose estimations and risk scores from OpenSim will enable future real-time injury risk estimation to help prevent WMSDs.
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